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Effect of Spatially-Varying GDL Properties and Land Compression
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A multi-dimensional two-phase model of polymer electrolyte fuel cells is developed and employed to investigate through-plane
water profiles with spatially-varying properties of gas diffusion layers (GDL) being accounted for. Both one-dimensional (1-D) and
2-D model predictions of liquid water profiles are presented. We find that the GDL properties can significantly affect the liquid
through-plane profiles and local features, for example, liquid water may be trapped due to the spatial variation in GDL properties.
Furthermore, land compression can cause GDL property variation in the in-plane direction, altering liquid water distribution. Model
predictions are compared with experimental data from both neutron radiography and X-ray imaging. Reasonably good agreements
are obtained.
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Due to the growing environmental concerns and fossil fuel reserves
being depleted rapidly, fuel cell technology has attracted a great deal
of attention as one of the most promising clean energy converters.
Among the different types of fuel cells, polymer electrolyte fuel cells
(PEFCs), also called PEM (polymer electrolyte membrane or pro-
ton exchange membrane) fuel cells, are widely regarded as a viable
candidate for automobile/portable applications, because of their high-
energy density at low operating temperatures, quick start-up, high
efficiency and zero CO2 emissions. Water management is a central
issue in PEM fuel cell development. On the one hand, water is essen-
tial to maintaining membrane ionic conductivity: high water content
results in high membrane ionic conductivity, thus reducing the ohmic
voltage loss. On the other hand, excess water leads to condensation
and the ensuing fuel cell flooding, which reduces cell performance
and further causes material degradation.1–3 Liquid emerges when the
vapor partial pressure reaches the saturation value. Liquid water must
be efficiently removed from the reaction sites in the cathode cata-
lyst layer (CL) where the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) occurs,
through the gas diffusion layer (GDL), and eventually out of the flow
channels of a PEFC. Fig. 1 shows the schematic of a PEM fuel cell.

Reviews of PEM fuel cell modeling efforts have been conducted
by several groups.1–7 Notable early studies on two-phase flow model-
ing include Wang et al.,8 He et al.,9 Natarajan and Nguyen,10 and You
and Liu.11 These models take into account several major two-phase
transport mechanisms such as the capillary action and two-phase inter-
action. Based on these earlier work, isothermal two-phase phenomena
have been investigated by several researchers subsequently.12–17 Due
to its inherently strong interaction with two-phase flow, heat transfer
and its coupling with two-phase flow have received much attention and
research efforts.18–27 In the non-isothermal environment of fuel cells,
the water vapor phase diffusion driven by temperature gradient can be
important.23, 25 A dimensionless group Da was defined in our recent pa-
per to characterize the two-phase flow regime inside a PEM fuel cell.27

Despite the great efforts in two-phase transport modeling of PEM
fuel cells, little effort has been reported to compare liquid water pre-
diction with experimental data, particularly in the through-plane direc-
tion. High-resolution neutron imaging28–33 and X-ray34, 35 technique
were developed in recent years and the experimental data of water
through-plane profiles have been reported in the open literature. We-
ber and Hickner36 and Wang and Chen37 made the first attempts in
comparing model predictions with the through-plane data from neu-
tron imaging. However, model predictions from these authors failed
to capture either the water content level33, 36 or local features such as
liquid water trap37 as detected by neutron imaging. Features of local
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maximum or minimum were also observed using the X-ray imaging
technique.35

Following our previous effort in validating the through-plane water
profile,37 the present work explores one possible cause, namely the
spatially-varying GDL properties, that is responsible for the local
phenomena as observed by neutron imaging. Specifically, an attempt
was made to model the effect of varying GDL properties and compare
model prediction with experimental data. In practice, bipolar plates are
usually placed over GDLs, which result in mechanical compression
and deformation of GDLs, and the reduction of GDL thickness for
the portion under lands. Consequently, land compression can lead to
GDL property variation, and this effect on liquid water profiles is also
investigated in the present work. Both 1-D and 2-D numerical studies
were performed and computed results were compared with X-ray and
neutron imaging data.

Mathematical Model

Governing equations.— Two-phase transport is modeled in the
regions of the catalyst layers (CL), membrane, and GDLs, in con-
junction with detailed electrochemical reaction kinetics in the catalyst
layers. The model also accounts for the heat and electron transport in
the bipolar plates, and consists of the conservation equations of mass,
momentum, species, charges, and energy as follow:

Continuity equation : ∇ · (ρ�u) = 0 [1]

Momentum conservation :
1

ε2
∇ · (ρ�u�u) = −∇ P + ∇ · ρτ + Su

[2]

Energy conservation : ∇ · (γT ρcp �uT ) = ∇ · (kef f ∇T ) + ST

[3]

Reactant species conservation : ∇ · (γk �uCk) = −∇ · �Gk,di f f + Sk

[4]

Water conservation : ∇ · (γw�uCw) = −∇ · ( �Gw,di f f + �Gw,perm)

− ∇ ·
[(

m f k
l

Mk
− Ck

g

ρg

)
�jl
]

+ Sw

[5]
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Figure 1. The schematic of a PEFC.46

Charge conservation (protons) : 0 = ∇ · (
σe f f

m ∇�(m)
) + S�(m)

[6]

Charge conservation (electrons) : 0 = ∇ · (
σe f f

s ∇�(s)
) + S�(s)

[7]

where ρ is the multiphase mixture density, �u the superficial fluid
velocity vector, p the pressure, Ck /Cw the molar concentration of
reactant/water, T the temperature, �(m)/�(s)the electronic/electrolyte
phase potentials. �Gdi f f includes the diffusion fluxes in gaseous, liquid
and solid electrolyte phases. �Gw,perm represents the hydraulic perme-
ation water flux through the membrane. Table I details the mathematic
expressions of the sources terms. For a more complete model descrip-
tion, the readers can refer to our previous work.37 The key aspects re-
garding the model and electrochemical/transport phenomena closely
related to the topic of this paper are elaborated below.

Electrochemical kinetics.— During operation, fuel (usually hydro-
gen) and oxidant oxygen in ambient air are fed into the anode and cath-
ode flow channels, respectively. They are reacted electrochemically
within the catalyst layers with water and waste heat as the byprod-
ucts. In the anode, the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) occurs:
H2→2H++2e−, while the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) takes
place in the cathode: O2+4e− +4H+→ 2H2O. The Butler-Volmer
equation is customarily adopted to describe the electrochemical re-
action rate. In PEFCs, the HOR is fast, thus yielding relatively small
anode overpotential. Therefore, the anode reaction kinetics can be
adequately simplified to a linear kinetic equation. For the ORR, slug-

Table I. Source terms of the conservation equations.17

Su SCk SCw S�(m) / S�(s)

Bipolar plates – –/– –/– –/0
Gas channels −∇ P 0 0 –
GDL − μ

KG DL
�u 0 0 –/0

Anode catalyst layer − μ
KC L

�u − j
2F 0 j/–j

Cathode catalyst layer − μ
KC L

�u j
4F − j

2F j/–j

Membrane – 0 0 0/–

gish kinetics results in large cathode overpotential. Consequently, the
Butler-Volmer equation can be approximated by the Tafel kinetics. In
addition, the reaction rate of the ORR highly depends on temperature
as described by the Arrehenius expression. The HOR and ORR kinetic
rate expressions are thus approximated by:

HOR : ja= ai re f
0,a

(
CH2

Cref
H2

)1/2 (
αa + αc

RT
· F · η

)
[8]

ORR : jc = −ai re f
0,c exp

[
− Ea

R

(
1

T
− 1

353.15

)]

×
(

CO2

Cref
O2

)
exp

(
−αc F

RT
· η

)
[9]

where Ea denotes the activation energy for ORR at the Pt/Nafion
electrode and the surface overpotential is defined as:

η = �(s) − �(m) − Uo [10]
Two-phase transport in porous media.— Two-phase transport orig-

inates from the ORR’s water production. In a PEFC, both the GDL
and catalyst layer are highly porous media, where liquid may emerge
in open pores when the water vapor partial pressure reaches the satu-
ration pressure. Precisely dealing with two-phase flow is challenging,
therefore various averaging methods have been proposed to simplify
the model description without going into much microscopic details. In
porous media, due to the random nature of the materials, the internal
two-phase flows are more complicated, and usually their formulation
follows the Darcy’s law to relate the flux to pressure gradient. The mix-
ture approach further simplifies the two-phase description by treating
the multiple phases as a mixture with defined mixture properties. It
has been successfully implemented in fuel cell modeling by various
groups. In this approach, the two-phase mixture density is defined as:

ρ = sρ(l) + (1 − s)ρ(g) [11]

The saturation s can be obtained from the mixture water concen-
tration Cw as follows:

s =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

0 Cw ≤ Csat

Cw − Csat

ρ(l)/Mw − Csat
Cw > Csat

[12]

In porous media, the presence of one phase reduces the available
pore space for transport in the other phase. The relative permeabilities
k(l)

r and k(g)
r can be defined to account for this phase interaction, usually

formulated as a function of liquid saturation. One expression for the
relative permeabilities frequently adopted is as follows:

k(l)
r = s3 and k(g)

r = (1 − s)3 [13]

Water vapor transport.— In GDLs, diffusion is usually the domi-
nant mechanism for vapor-phase transport. Convection can be a major
force in some flow fields. Modeling vapor and gaseous reactants diffu-
sion and convection has been attempted by many studies, therefore the
detail is not repeated here. In the following we only explain the aspects
closely related to two-phase flows. To account for liquid presence, we
modify the effective diffusivity by:

D(g),e f f = [ε(1 − s)]τd D(g) [14]

The convection corrector factor γ is a function of s:

γw = ρ

Cw

(
λ(l)

Mw

+ λ(g)

ρ(g)
Csat

)
[15]
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where λ(l/g)are the relative mobilities of individual phases. The capil-
lary pressure Pc, a primary driving force for liquid water transport, is
given as follows:

P (g) − P (l) = Pc = σ cos(θc)
( ε

K

)1/2
J (s) [16]

where σ is the surface tension. J (s) for the hydrophobic diffusion
media is given by:

J (s) = 1.417s − 2.120s2 + 1.263s3 [17]

Once the capillary pressure is calculated, the flux �j (l) in the water
equation of Eq. 5 can be obtained using the following equation:

�j (l) = λ(l)λ(g)

ν
K [∇ Pc + (ρ(l) − ρ(g))�g] [18]

Water transport in the MEA.— Water in the Nafion membrane is
bonded with the sulfonic acid groups in the ionomer. The water content
λ is typically adopted to characterize the membrane hydration level
and defined as the number of water molecules per sulfonic group. It
is related to the equivalent water concentration through the following
Eq.:37

Cm
w = α

ρ(m)λ

EW
[19]

where ρ(m) and EW are the density and equivalent molecular weight
of the membrane, respectively. Two processes shape the membrane
water profile, one is the water electro-osmotic drag; the other is back
transport including diffusion and hydraulic permeation. Detail of their
mathematical description can be found in our previous work.37

Spatially-varying GDL property and its modeling.— In most of
previous modeling studies, GDLs are treated as uniform media with
constant properties in all the dimensions. With this treatment, the
properties such as permeability and contact angle can be assumed
constant and be taken out of in any spatial derivative operators in the
governing equations. One example is to rearrange the expression of
the capillary action as a “diffusive” term, using the following 1-D
problem as an example:

λ(l)λ(g)

ν
K

d Pc

dx
= −Dc

ds

dx
[20]

where Dc = − σ

ν
cos(θc) (K ε)1/2 krl

d J (s)
ds . In the absence of any sources

of water within a GDL, there exists no local maximum or minimum
inside the GDL at steady state. Figure 2 presents the 1-D isothermal
model predictions based on Eq. 20 at various conditions. It can be seen
that the water saturation deceases monotonically from the left to right
or from the catalyst layer side to the channel. Similar profiles have
been reported by Pasaogullari and Wang,13 and Wang and Chen.37

However, the above analysis is only valid under the assumption of
uniform GDL properties. When a spatial property variation is present,
the above transform becomes invalid. In this case, extra terms must be
added to account for this spatial variation based on the product rule of
derivatives. For example, upon a spatial variation of permeability the
following term should be added to the right side of Eq. 20:

λlλgσ cos(θc)ε1/2

ν
J (s)K

d

dx
(K −1/2) [21]

This term can raise local maximum/minimums in the water pro-
files. It is also physically sound: for example, the media with larger
pores can trap more water. Such maximums and minimums were ob-
served in both X-ray imaging35 and high-resolution neutron imaging

Figure 2. 1-D model prediction of liquid water profile across a cathode
GDL using a uniform property across the GDL: (a) different permeabilities;
(b) different net water transfer coefficients.

experiments.29, 32 However, few studies were reported in which the ef-
fect of spatial variation of GDL properties was investigated. Recently,
Hinebaugh et al.38 experimentally measured the local porosity of a car-
bon paper, showing a spatially-varying porosity of GDLs as presented
in Fig. 3. The variation may be caused by the material fabrication
process. Carbon papers are a typical GDL material based on carbon
fibers. It is non-woven and the fibers are tied by binders as shown in
Fig. 4 ,26 and the fiber dimension is around 10 μm in its crosssection.
Though the fibers are placed randomly and the binders appear also
randomly,39, 40 local heterogeneity may occur. In a fabricated carbon
paper, the average pore size is around 10-30 μm with large pores can
reach ∼50 μm.41, 42 As a result of porosity variation, the permeabil-

Figure 3. The spatial variation of porosity38 and corresponding permeability
across a GDL calculated by the Blake-Kozeny equation.
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Figure 4. Microscopy images of a carbon paper.40

ity, a factor that has a great impact on two-phase flow, also varies
spatially, as indicated by the following Blake-Kozeny equation:

K = D2
p

150

ε3

(1 − ε)2
[22]

where Dp is the pore dimension. The calculated permeability profile
is plotted in Fig. 3 as well, by considering a uniform compression
ratio of 0.72. By applying the permeability profile in both anode and
cathode GDLs, we obtained the liquid water distribution that is very
close to the one probed by X-ray imaging as displayed in Fig. 5.

In addition to porosity and permeability, the spatial changes in
other properties may have similar impacts. For example, given that
the capillary pressure Pc is also a function of contact angle and sur-
face tension, i.e.,Pc(σ, θc, ε, K , s), changes in contact angle and sur-
face tension will lead to similar effects. A more general expression
of the water flux driven by the capillary pressure gradient accounting
for spatially-varying GDL properties can be derived as follow:43

λlλg

ν
K∇ Pc(σ, θc, ε, K , s)

= λlλg

ν
K

(
∂ Pc

∂σ
∇σ + ∂ Pc

∂θc
∇θc + ∂ Pc

∂ε
∇ε + ∂ Pc

∂K
∇K + ∂ Pc

∂s
∇s

)

[23]

Figure 5. 1-D prediction of liquid water profile across the anode and cathode
GDLs, and comparison with the X-ray imaging data.35

Boundary conditions.— Equations 1–17 form a complete set of
governing equations with ten unknowns: �u (with three components), P,
Ck (O2 and H2), Cw , T, �(m), and �(s). Their corresponding boundary
conditions are presented in detail in our previous work37 and thus are
not repeated here.

Numerical Procedures

The governing equations, Eqs. 1–17, along with the associated
boundary conditions are discretized by the finite volume method and
solved in the commercial CFD software package, Fluent R© (version
6.0.12), by the SIMPLE (semi-implicit pressure linked equation) al-
gorithm. The SIMPLE algorithm updates the pressure and velocity
fields from the solution of a pressure correction equation, solved by
the algebraic multi-grid (AMG) method. Following the solution of
the flow field, the energy, species, proton, and electron equations are
solved. The source terms and physical properties are implemented in
a UDF (user-defined function) and the species/charge transport equa-
tions are solved through the software’s user-defined scalars. Though
the focus is placed on one dimension, i.e. the through-plane direc-
tion, it is important to conduct a multi-dimensional study because the
through-plane data from neutron imaging are usually obtained through
averaging over the other two dimensions. In particular, the channel-
land structure should be captured in the numerical study in order to
account for the increased transport resistance for the region under the

Figure 6. The 2-D computational domain of the fuel cell.
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Table II. Geometrical, physical and operating parameters.

Quantity Value

Channel depth/width and land width 1.0/1.5 and 1.0 mm
Catalyst layer/Membrane thickness 0.01/0.03 mm
Anode/cathode GDL thickness 0.2 mm
Anode/cathode pressures, P 2.0/2.0 atm
Porosity of GDLs/catalyst layers, ε 0.6/0.5
Humidification in the anode and cathode 100/100%
Water concentration correction factor, α 0.15
Volume fraction of ionomer in catalyst

layers, εm

0.2

Electronic conductivity of GDLs/bipolar
plates, σ

e f f
s

500/2000 W m−1 K−1

Viscosity of liquid water, μl 3.5 × 10−4kg/m s
Permeability of membrane, Km 5 × 10−20m2

Surface tension, liquid-water-air (80◦), τ 0.0625 N/m
Thermal conductivity of the

membrane/catalyst layer/GDL/bipolar
plate

0.95/3.0/5.0/20.0 W/m K

Contact angle of the GDL, θc 120◦
Exchange current density × reaction

surface area, a0i0,a /a0i0,c

1.0×109/0.5×104 A m−3

land. The computational mesh of the PEFC employed for the 2-D
numerical study is shown in Fig. 6. Totally, about 50 gridpoints are
adopted in the through-plane direction for the GDLs (both anode and
cathode) to precisely capture the liquid transport. 30 gridpoints are
employed in the in-plane direction to capture the land-channel feature,
where 10 points are placed for the land and 20 for the channel. The
geometrical and operating parameters are listed in Table II. In all the
simulations to be presented in the next section, the converged values
of species imbalance (i.e. H2, O2 and H2O) are all less than 1% and
absolute equation residuals are smaller than 10−6.

Results and Discussion

The first case of numerical study in the present work is based on the
fuel cell geometry employed in our previous validation effort.37 The
computational domain is the same as that used previously. The model
prediction based on a uniform GDL property is plotted in Fig. 7a using
the solid line, in comparison with the neutron imaging data. It can be
seen that though the model prediction with a uniform GDL property
agrees reasonably well with the neutron imaging data, the local max-
imum and minimum within the cathode GDL shown by the neutron
imaging are not captured by the model prediction. We also applied the
Gaussian smoothing technique, outlined in Ref. 37, to account for the
geometric blur or other uncertainties arising from the neutron imag-
ing, and the smoothed curve is also plotted in the figure. However,
smoothing only blurs (or change) the sharp corner, thus is not expected
to alter the model prediction to simulate the observed local maximums
or minimums. To explore these local distinctions observed in the pre-
vious work, we include a non-uniform GDL property just near the
location of the local cathode maximum in the neutron imaging curve,
see Fig. 7b. The predicted curve is also plotted in the figure (see the
dashed green curve in Fig. 7a). It can be seen that the local features are
well captured by the model prediction when spatially-varying GDL
property is employed. Note that in this case study we only consider the
permeability variation results from the changing porosity, following
the previous case (see Fig. 3). As indicated by Eq. 23, other properties
such as contact angle can also cause similar effect.

It is worthy to note that the through-plane water profiles obtained
from neutron imaging are usually averaged over the other two dimen-
sions, i.e. the in-plane and along-channel directions. In reality, the
basic land-channel structure of a PEM fuel cell can lead to liquid water
saturation variation in the in-plane direction because of the increased
transport resistance under the lands. Tabuchi et al.44 revealed that

Figure 7. (a): Comparison with the high resolution neutron imaging data, 2-D
model prediction (with/without smoothing) using a uniform GDL property,
and 2-D model prediction using a spatially-varying GDL property;37 (b) The
varying GDL property in the present study.

Figure 8. Comparison with the in-plane liquid water profiles obtained by
neutron imaging from Tabuchi et al.44 The GDL material property in the
present study is chosen close to that suggested by Tabuchi et al., e.g. the GDL
porosity is 0.6, tortuosity 2.75, contact angle 120◦, and thermal conductivity
2.5 W/m K. The cell is operated at 2.5 A/cm2 and 80◦C.
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Figure 9. Liquid water saturation contours at different GDL compression
ratios under the operating condition of 0.8 A/cm2, 80 ◦C, and 2 atm.

liquid saturation is higher under the lands using neutron imaging.
Therefore, the in-plane water profile must be precisely captured in
order to validate the through-plane neutron imaging data. Fig. 8 com-
pares our 2-D model prediction with the neutron imaging data from
Tabuchi et al.44 The GDL material properties in the model are also
chosen according to the ones used in Tabuchi et al. It can be seen that
the in-plane liquid water profiles are reasonably captured by our 2-D
model.

In addition to the structural heterogeneity arising from GDL fab-
rication, another cause of spatially-varying property may result from
fuel cell assembly, i.e. land compression. Upon compression, the GDL
thickness under the lands is reduced and hence the porosity. The de-
gree of compression or compression ratio (CR) can be defined by the
ratio of the compressed GDL thickness to the uncompressed one. The
resultant porosity can be evaluated by the following formula:

ε = ε0 − C R

1 − C R
[24]

where ε0 is the uncompressed GDL porosity. As shown in Eq. 22, the
local permeability will be reduced as well after compression. Fig. 9
shows the liquid saturation contours, computed by the present model,
for two different compression scenarios in comparison with the non-
compression case. It can be seen that with compression the liquid
water saturation under the land decreases. For the compression (CR)
of 15%, i.e. the thickness of the GDL is reduced by 15%, on the
cathode side there appears a minimum in the liquid saturation near
the interface between the land and channel. This can be explained
by the more compact GDL under the land, which contains lower
liquid saturation in the pore to balance the liquid capillary pressure
in the vicinity of the uncompressed portion of the GDL, i.e. under

Figure 10. Liquid water saturation profiles in the in-plane direction at different
GDL compression ratios under the operating condition of 0.8 A/cm2, 80 ◦C,
and 2 atm.

the channel. Figure 10 plots the liquid water saturation profiles in the
in-plane direction for the three cases. The saturation is averaged over
the other two dimensions. It can be seen that the land compression can
greatly affect the liquid water profile under the land, particularly near
the land-channel edge. At the CR of 15%, there appears a significant
discontinuity near the edge.

Figure 11 displays the comparison of model prediction and neutron
imaging data of liquid water profiles for both under the channel and
land. It can be seen that in the middle of the GDL, there appears

Figure 11. Comparison of the 2-D model prediction and neutron imaging
data (from LANL45) (a); and the spatially-varying property of the GDL in the
simulation (b).
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Figure 12. Predicted 2-D contours of the liquid water saturation.

maximum water contents at both locations in the neutron imaging
data. In the simulation, we chose a 6.5% land-compression and varying
GDL property in the through-plane direction as shown in Figure 11b
in order to achieve the best match with the experimental data. The
location of the maximum water content has the local large permeability
because larger permeability traps more water locally. In addition, the
under-land area shows a much higher water content comparing with
the under-channel region in the cathode, which is due to the high
liquid water resistance for the under-land region. Note that in the
anode we consider a uniform property in the GDL and in the MPL
(microporous layer), respectively, therefore the predicted curve does
not agree with the neutron imaging data very well. We didn’t consider
a varying GDL property in the anode, because our focus is to elucidate
how the GDL spatial varying property alters the water profile. We use
the cathode side as an example, where the liquid effect may be more
important. For a full validation of both anode and cathode sides, we
think it is more proper to incorporate the experimentally determined
GDL property variation in both anode and cathode. We shall consider
doing this in our future work.

Figure 12 presents the liquid water saturation contours. It can be
seen that there exists a large amount of liquid accumulated in the
location where the local permeability is high under the cathode land.
The liquid saturation can reach as high as 35%. Under the cathode
channel, the local maximum is not as remarkable as that under the
land. On the anode side, part of the region under the channel is free
of liquid water, which is due to the local heating by fuel cells.37 This
also explains the low water content in the anode that is observed in
the in-situ neutron imaging, see Fig. 11.

The local liquid water trapped inside the GDL can have a sig-
nificant effect on fuel cell performance. This is because the liquid
occupies part of the pore space that is for gas reactant supply. The
predicted cell voltage with non-uniform GDL properties is 0.55 V
whereas that using uniform GDL properties gives 0.58 V. Further
study is needed to compare with the experimental measurement in
terms of both neutron imaging data and cell voltage by incorporating
experimentally determined GDL properties. In addition, the local bulk
water makes GDL dewetting to occur more slowly (that is, it takes
a longer duration to dewet by evaporation). Residual liquid can raise
GDL degradation during subfreezing season due to ice formation.

Conclusions

A non-isothermal two-phase model of PEM fuel cells was devel-
oped, which accounts for the effects of spatial variation of GDL prop-
erty and land compression. 1-D and 2-D numerical simulations were
carried out to investigate these effects on liquid water through-plane
profiles. It was found that the varying GDL property can give rise to
local maximum or minimum in liquid water profiles, in sharp contrast
with the scenario of a uniform GDL property which yields monoton-

ical change in isothermal liquid profile across the GDL. Based on an
experimentally determined GDL property, 1-D model prediction was
first computed and the result agrees reasonably well with the liquid
water curve obtained by the X-ray imaging technique. 2-D model
prediction was further computed and compared with previous results
obtained using uniform GDL property, and also with the neutron imag-
ing data. The numerical results indicate that the new model prediction
using spatial variation of GDL property reasonably captures the local
maximum or minimum in GDLs as observed by neutron imaging. In
addition, the effect of land compression was modeled by incorporat-
ing the GDL property change upon compression. Numerical results
indicate that land compression can lower the liquid saturation under
the land and give rise to a substantial impact with 15% compression.
Model validation of liquid water profiles under land and channels, re-
spectively, were also performed and the computed model predictions
agree reasonably well with the neutron imaging data.
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Appendix: Nomenclature

C molar concentration, mol/m3

D mass diffusivity of species, m2/s
F Faraday’s constant, 96,487 C/equivalent
�G species diffusion/permeation flux, mol m−2

I current density, A/ cm2

�i superficial current density, A cm−2

j transfer current density, A cm−3

�j (l) mass flux of liquid phase, kg m−2 s−1

K permeability, m2

kr relative permeability
M molecular weight, kg/mol
P pressure, Pa
R gas constant, 8.134 J/mol K
s liquid saturation
S source term in transport equations
T temperature, K

Uo equilibrium potential, V
�u velocity vector, m/s
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Greek

α Water concentration correction factor
ε porosity

� phase potential, V
��τ shear stress, N m−2

λ membrane water content
λ(k) mobility of phase k

v kinematic viscosity, m2/s
σ surface tension, N/m
ρ density, kg/m3

γc correction factor for species convection
η surface overpotential, V

Superscripts and Subscripts

a anode
c cathode
d electro osmotic drag

eff effective value
GDL gas diffusion layer

g gas phase
k species; liquid or gas phase
l liquid

m membrane
o reference value

perm permeation
s liquid saturation or solid phase
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